
Site Evaluation: Capacity, 
Focus and Priorities

Having finished an assessment of  this site, as well as the general area, it's now time 
to synthesize all that gathered information into a cohesive, overarching 
permaculture pattern to guide our property design.

During the course of  my analysis and subsequent design planning, it is imperative 
to bear in mind the sobering lack of  time and money resources, as well as the 
realities of  our family's desires and preferences. Although I feel it is a worthwhile 
process to determine a perfect ideal, it is equally important to acknowledge the 
limitations of  real life in order to set priorities appropriately.  One of  the guiding 
principles of  permaculture is to "make the least change for the greatest good." 
Determining those key points, and therefore identifying priorities, is an essential 
part of  the conscious design of  limited resources use.

The most prominent outcome of  my site assessment has been a shift in focus. 
Because of  the small size of  our site, and our intimacy with it, I have begun to 
realize the essentiality of  space for enjoyment. This may seem obvious to others, 
but because of  my dead-practical nature, I had previously relegated 'enjoyment' to 
the very bottom of  a long list of  priorities for our yard. I am beginning to realize 
however that this function needs to be considered at least equally with food 
production. A third, more obscure focus has surfaced as well, which I will call 
'fulfillment of  homesteading desires.'

Of  course, I hope to stack this trinity of  interrelated functions, and believe that 
through creative design all three (as well as many more utilitarian functions) can be 
expressed. But clarifying to myself  that enjoyment of  our land in a spiritual and 
psychological sense is equal to it's tangible productivity has been helpful.
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The capacity of  our small lot is ever expanding in my mind. The primary outcome 
of  my recent permaculture musings has been the realization that in a land of  rain 
and slugs, I need to be raising ducks; and that vegetables, previously my top priority 
to the near exclusion of  everything else, are one of  the highest input/lowest output 
things I could do on this land, and therefore not an appropriate top priority.

Though food production will remain the focus of  this report because of  it's more 
direct relevance to classic permaculture, I do want to make a brief  analysis of  the 
other two primary functions I hope to achieve.

Outdoor Enjoyment

Considering that we live in a very wet and cold climate, outdoor enjoyment is 
usually of  the exercise variety-- hiking, kayaking, snowshoeing, etc. There aren't 
very many opportunities to sit placidly outdoors and just relax in a comfortable 
environment. I feel that maximizing this potential should be a top priority for us. 
Here again are the desired "enjoyment" elements listed in the assessment:

Lounging Spaces

• lawn/soft ground cover

• comfortable bench

• movable chairs

• table to eat at

• hammock

• "floor"

• roofed porch

Playing Spaces

• lawn

• play structure

• street

• water feature

Aesthetic Elements

• framing of  view

• flowers

• willow arbor between 
front and back yard 

•  arbor leading to back 
trail

The item I feel would get the most use, and provide the most enjoyment, is a porch 
on the view side of  the house. It doesn't need to be big, but it must be big enough 
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to provide covered seating for at least two adults, I estimate 6x8 feet to be the 
minimum. 

The second priority in the enjoyment category would be lawn, something I have 
been loathe to put any soil and energy into at all in the past. I have softened a bit 
over time, and now hope to create a circle of  good lawn (what we have now is 
spindly at best) or comparable ground cover at least 12 feet in diameter. 

Because our environment is already quite beautiful, purely aesthetic improvements 
such as flowers and framing are lowest on my list.

Fulfillment of  Homesteading Visions

This is obviously a complex and abstract goal, worthy of  it's very own (intimately 
psychological) report. I will consider it here only briefly. 

This goal describes the feeling of  having attained something, rather than the reality 
of  the thing attained. It could be considered entirely aesthetic, a sub-culture form 
of  brand display, and perhaps it is. Regardless, I have realized I will be happier and 
more effective person if  I feel like my homesteading visions are being realized.

In tangible terms, I think this means maximizing the homestead appearance and 
overall beauty of  our yard. My personal aesthetic could be described as 'feral Eden' 
and includes natural beauty, an overflowing feeling of  abundance, and a unique 
pleasure in efficient, practical and productive systems. This would appear to be an 
inherent outcome of  permaculture, but in my own experience I have found that the 
aesthetics of  productivity sometimes require special thought and even occasionally 
conflict with the actual productivity. I'm not entirely sure what providing for the 
aesthetic element means, other than making abundance visually dominant. But I 
intend to keep this abstract concept in mind as I go anyway.
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Sustainable Food Production for Our Site

Here is where we arrive at the meat of  this subject. Although the above two goals 
are of  equal importance, they are much more difficult to analyze and plan for than 
the stated permaculture goal of  regenerative land use for supporting human needs. 
The majority of  this design report will detail the analysis and plans for 
implementing this tangible goal; but before I get started into the complexities of  it, 
I would like to provide a basic focus and set of  priorities.

Given our unusual context, I think it is appropriate to look at the larger system of  
living here. Being a tiny population in the middle of  an enormous intact 
wilderness, it is (or can be) quite sustainable to harvest a large proportion of  food 
from that wilderness. And that is how I have generally proceeded with my 
sustainable lifestyle-- I consider our little micro-stead here at home to be a 
supplement to the great bounty of  wild nature. 

Although I obviously do not manage those vast lands from which we harvest a large 
proportion of  our food, I believe I can apply permaculture principles to our 
relationship with it-- a design for our greater home economy. I am really generating 
two permaculture designs, one nested within the other-- the design for our 
particular site, occurring completely within the boundaries of  our property lines, 
and the focus of  this report; and an overall design for our life in Cordova where we 
are but one small element in a much larger system, which is more or less contextual 
to this report. 

The diet that this landscape naturally supports is something like 50% fish, 35% 
meat, 10% berries and 5% green plants. Classic permaculture would emulate this 
ecologically appropriate ratio on a farm scale. A truly appropriate farm here would 
be out on the river delta, where there is plenty of  flat land and soil materials, nearly 
half  as much rain and warmer summer temperatures. Such a farm would probably 
involve a serious goat milk and meat operation, using the copious river willow for 
browse; large aquaculture ponds with ducks for eggs and meat; lots of  berry bushes 
and an enormous greenhouse; all supplemented by the abundant wild foods.
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SUSTAINABLE FOR OUR FAMILY
The delta farm described above might be the most ecologically appropriate life 
here, but it's not appropriate for our family. We did not choose a house in town 
lightly. We are very social and even political people, and being in the heart of  
where-the-people-are is essential. The reality of  living on the delta would be lots of  
driving-- a minimum 20 miles/day. Here in town we rarely drive at all. 

Furthermore, I am the homesteader in our family. My farmer's ways are not 
entirely embraced by all, and sometimes merely tolerated. After much internal 
distress it has occurred to me that-- our family being a democracy-- I only get 1/4 
of  the vote.

Although keeping a few dairy goats on out city lot would be quite possible, feeding 
goats off  of  our land would not. And since there are no farms whatsoever here, we  
would have to import hay and grain by the truckload on the ferry from hundreds 
of  miles away. Additionally because we would not keep a billy here in our urban 
setting, we would need to transport the does themselves hundreds of  miles by ferry 
and truck every year to be bred. So although I have in fact always wanted goats, 
and they almost seem perfect, in the end I am afraid they just don't make sense.

ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY
What does make sense? What is the appropriate way to feed oneself  here, given our 
context of  a relatively urban lifestyle?

Here is our ideal diet, as described in the assessment, 

starch -- 25%, apx 500 lbs

dairy -- 15%, apx 300 lbs

meat (including eggs) -- 25%, apx 500 lbs

pre-prepared packaged food -- 10%

vegetables, fruits and berries-- 15%, apx 300 lbs

seafood -- 10%, apx 200 lbs
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First it is important to remember that I will not be producing all or even most of  
our food. With that reality in mind, I can nick the 'starch' category right off  the list 
of  possibilities. And given the abundance and availability of  wild fish, and our 
limited space, I can safely take 'seafood' off  of  the homegrown list as well.

I believe I could eventually produce all vegetables (not including potatoes) and 
berries on site, though it would take a several more years and lots of  work creating 
soil and beds to get there.

The only meat I see practical to produce on our site is poultry-- both chicken and 
ducks, as well as their eggs. Although I think our site could house a large flock, 
complimentary to the gardens, it would depend nearly entirely on imported feed 
and require a much larger coop and more fencing than I currently have.

Producing the dairy is, as discussed, not practical under our current circumstances. 
The veggies, berries and poultry will certainly fill our available growing spaces 
anyway, and in fact require some distinctly creative design, as well as all of  my 
available time.

Therefore I have condensed my production focus to three main categories: 
vegetables, berries, and poultry.

Prioritizing between the three, the assessment process helped me to clarify the fact 
that poultry trumps veggies for our family. I can get good organic veggies from Full 
Circle Farms in Washington for an average of  $4/lb, whereas just decent free range 
organic eggs are $6/lb, and similar quality chicken is about the same. Moreover, I 
am the primary veggie eater, whereas the whole family eats and enjoys good 
quantities of  meat and eggs.

Berries probably fit between veggies and poultry. They are very popular with all 
family members. Although there is a seemingly unlimited quantity of  wild berries 
available, they grow quite thinly and picking time is significant, averaging close to 2 
hours/gallon, as well as requiring driving to get to most patches. I used to consider 
growing them at home to be redundant, but since mothering has made my time 
(especially large blocks of  uninterrupted time) so much more precious, I have 
begun to reconsider.
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Separate from the subject of  home produce, but integral to sustainability in our 
coastal area, is the acquisition of  a boat. In order to access those great wilderness 
resources of  fish and wild game, we need to get a good skiff  and outboard motor. A 
reliable one for our waters is likely to run us between $3,000 and $5,000. 

Another tangible priority unrelated to food at all is a new woodshed. We heat 
almost entirely with wood and need covered storage for at least 8 cords, a total 
space of  8ft x 8ft x 16ft. We currently can only store about half  that much, and so 
will need another woodshed sized apx 8 x 8 x 8 feet.

Priorities Translated into a Very Rough 
Timeline

Year One:

create design

expand poultry housing and get birds 
in spring

reclaim and plant existing garden beds

build new woodshed

Year Two:

build more dirt and expand berry 
plantings

construct porch

get a skiff

Year Three:

build dirt and more beds for annual 
vegetables

put in door to porch
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